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The question of how we make it easier for our communities to access and use community
space has never been more relevant. In a world where isolation and polarisation are

growing concerns, the antidote to many of these issues is bringing people together. We’ve
all felt the connection, growth and friendship that comes from being part of a community -

be that for sports, arts, business, causes or just shared interests, situations and hobbies. 
 

There is a common problem statement that appears in every local board
and district council planning process. how do we provision, maintain and
manage enough community facilities for people to meet, play and create

together?
 

Councils have a mixed portfolio of community facilities. Some are managed by council and
others are community lead. Many councils are looking at how to create better online

journeys to improve the booking of their own managed facilities. 
 

We believe there is an opportunity for councils to think differently about
these journeys, so that they can create a bookable ecosystem of a range

of local facilities. 
 

This can create a network effect of increasing provisioning, without capital expense, and
enabling much more accurate data. Ultimately we want to help council enable ALL

community spaces to have great customer journeys, so that the wider matchmaking issue
of communities and facilities can be solved. 

A manifesto for reimagining
how our communities book and

use local spaces



The status quo 
Current challenges in enabling communities to use and book local
facilities

An (achievable!) manifesto for the future of local facilities
A vision for a connected network of bookable, affordable facilities
across Aotearoa
 

Create tangible and measurable outcomes for communities
10 opportunities for councils who are looking to take an innovative
approach to unlocking their community spaces
 

See the change in action
Case stories from pioneer councils and community lead spaces
 
 

Make it happen
How to get started in opening up your community facilities to more
bookings and utilisation

what's in this guide?

We've packed this guide full of inspiration, stories and tips to help you make it easier for
your communities to use local spaces. Whether you're looking for a new council facilities

booking system, wondering how to make booking reserves easier or looking at how to
open up school faciilties, there will be something in here for you.
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Communities want more space for events, recreation
and sports in their local neighbourhood. Increasingly
they are also looking for spaces to work locally to meet
new people, avoid commuting (and their children!). 

The process of finding space is time consuming and
hard. Many community spaces don’t have availability,
pricing and information online, finding space can involve
multiple phone calls to do the mental maths of what’s
free and the right cost for the budget.

Manual booking processes that involve long paper forms
and telephone conversations mean these spaces are
inaccessible to migrant communities who struggle with
English, people who can’t call or visit during working
hours and people with mental and physical disabilities.
 
Because the process of finding space is difficult, many
great ideas for new ways to bring people together
simply do not get off the ground. 

There are thousands of committed and passionate humans
who run or would like to run community activities that
educate, inspire, connect and bring joy. But the below

barriers make it harder to do their mahi. 

The status quo
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Why is it so difficult to find and book local spaces?
 

for individuals
and community

groups

" I'd like to take my Meet Up for
female database coders to
other locations, but I don't

have the time to go through the
hassle of cold calling all the

venue options"

Kim, Meet Up organiser, Auckland.
Interviewed in our research



Many of these spaces are under-utilised, or suffer from
peaks and troughs in demand at key times of day.

Administrators are drowning in bookings admin. 
Their day is filled with paper forms, checking availability,
sending invoices, taking and returning bonds and chasing
unpaid bills.

Managing payments is a nightmare, particularly 
when it involves interdepartmental processes. For small
organisations, understanding their cash liability or 
predicting revenue is impossible.

Data handling is highly manual or inefficient - for example
managing a physical bookings ‘BOOK’ or entering data in
multiple systems. This can lead to human error, a frustrating
process for customers and staff bottlenecks.

for community
spaces and
facilities
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The people who work in spaces that are operated by
council and trusts are working at the coalface of our

communities. These challenges prevent them working on
more meaningful activities that could grow the impact

the space has in community

For councils,
and elected

members

The above problem statements will be all too
familiar to all local board members and those in

council who manage and broker connections
between communities and spaces.

It is not sustainable, feasible or affordable to keep
provisioning local facilities to respond to community
demand. It's almost impossible to get accurate data of
what facilities the community are using and what they
need.

Councils are looking at how to digitise bookings processes, especially with COVID
disrupting operations. But budgets are tight, the revenue does not justify the return on
investment in new tools, and finding the right tool is a minefield, especially if council want
to support more than just their own spaces in modernising processes. 



But if we think about communities need and want, it's 
access to browse and choose what they need from a wider network of spaces. 

For example, a parent looking for a kid's birthday venue could use a community hall, but
equally a sports clubroom could also work.

The network effect is becoming increasingly prevalent in solving seemingly impossible
challenges. Can you remember how much harder it was to find holiday accommodation
before being able to find and compare so many options on Book-a-bach or Airbnb?

If council could easily enable a marketplace for community spaces, then suddenly so
many more options can become visible and usable for local residents. 

The network effect helps grow activities and transactions between all the players
participating. 

The challenges we have
explored can cancel each
other out if we think
differently about how to
connect communities and
spaces

COMMUNITY

Lot's of demand & 
changing needs

Untapped utilisation 
& incredible facilities

Desire to enable 
community connection 

& sustainable spaces

SPACES
COUNCIL &
ELECTED
MEMBERS

Potential! 
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The 'bookable ecosystem' 

Ecosystem
'a complex network or

interconnected system'

A vision for how to connect communities to the space they need. 

It's understandable for councils to consider how they
make it easier for citizens to find and book their own
facilities, like community centres or reserves. 

idea!



Council could enable school facilities to become bookable outside of
school hours.

A rising tide lifts all ships, and for
community facilities the ultimate network
benefit is that communities do more together 

The process for booking a council facility was as easy as booking a
bedroom on Airbnb,and all key info was captured and policies followed.

Local organisations like churches, maraes, shops and cafes could create new
revenue streams by sharing their spaces
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imagine if...

booking local
spaces is easy

Rural halls could have the same booking process across
all committees. Council could key compliance data and
make it easy for processes like fire warden allocation
and insurance to be followed.

Instead of a static page of local venues and phone
numbers, councils could have a searchable, bookable
easy to use directory of spaces

Sports clubs that lease council properties could easily share
their facilities and grounds with local communities

Council could see data for booking reasons and usage across all types of
local facilities - from clubs to churches.

Councils could simplify processes for booking free resources for
wedding gazebos, domains, BBQ areas and picnic sites.

It was easy to rapidly enable access and bookings for new community assets, like
trailer hire, accessible vehicles or market stalls



 
Not many people choose to work in the public sector because they LOVE admin. It's
because they are community minded people who want to make a difference. But for
those who work at community facilities, the reality is that up to 80% of their day job is
repetitive admin. 
When we make it easier for communities to self serve and we automate things that can
be done better by technology, what we gain is TIME. Unleash your people do do
activities that grow and nurture their communities - rather than simply transact with
them. Imagine if instead of requesting bonds to be returned, people could be actively
reaching out to newly formed community groups, programming new activities or building
engagement on social media!

 
 

Create tangible and
measurable outcomes for

communities
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10 opportunities for councils who are looking to take a new innovative

approach to unlocking their community spaces
 

Emancipate your people to do higher value,
more meaningful work

FUTURE

NOW

COMMUNITY GROWTH ACTIVITIES

OPERATIONAL COST ACTIVITIES

 T
IM

E 
SP

EN
T

Events & programming
Outreach
Pastoral care
Placemaking & activation
Social enterprise
Social media/marketing
Grants & fundraising
Capability building
Community leadership
Engagement & consultation

Data entry
Repetitive enquiries
Emails & phone calls
Contracts & forms
Scheduling & availability 
Managing bonds
Creating invoices
Chasing payment
Account reconciliation
Reporting80% of time spent on activities

that are administrative costs

80% of time spent on activities
that grow community impact 
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Not every neighbourhood can have a purpose built community centre, but many have
existing facilities that could provide a decent and affordable alternative. Imagine the
possibilities if we can 'switch on' existing local facilities like halls, churches, schools,
colleges and sports clubs for more community use? 
Not only will those facilities benefit from new revenue, it naturally increases the
opportunities available to locals. For example, enabling a newly qualified yoga teacher to
easily book out a regular spot in the local rugby club, means suddenly that neighbourhood
gets a new fitness class. Unlocking more local spaces also helps create more walkable
cities, with people being able to access more programs and services nearer their house.

 
 

There's a movement across local government to
enable a 'community lead' strategy. This means
empowering communities to come up with their own
solutions and create new opportunities for
themselves. 
For many communities, there is no lack of spirited,
motivated individuals who want to be the change
they want to see. But there is a huge challenge in
finding the space to do it in! By making it easy for our
community leaders to use local spaces, we catalyse
social change.

Enable community organisers to do more

Increase revenue and utilisation from
council facilities

When you make it easier for people to self serve and book council facilities, they do it
more! This means revenue increases, bringing in much needed income to support
operational costs and fund more community lead projects - like murals or new kids
holiday programs. Those initiatives bring more people in contact with the space, creating
a virtuous cycle of new revenue generation.

Plug gaps in facilities provisioning across
our neighbourhoods

2
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business continuity & flexible working in
times of uncertainty and change

One of the biggest customers of affordable community facilities is national and local
government. Every day Oranga Tamariki need to find neutral welcoming spaces for family
counselling. DHBs need space for community health programs. Local boards need to
consult on budget decisions. Electoral commissions need venues for voting and counting.
The current process of finding and paying for these spaces is fraught with long winded
processes and payment issues. Imagine if it was efficient and easy for government to
book spaces to deliver these critical citizen services?

Breaking down divisions and polarisation in communities can be achieved by bring people
together more to connect and hear each others stories. Events, classes and community
groups are a simple way to bridge intergenerational, societal and racial divides as simple
pleasures like art classes or choirs appeal to those of all backgrounds. 

People can also widen their horizons by spending time in more diverse spaces. It's a great
opportunity to learn more about different cultures and traditions by spending time in
spaces like churches, maraes and schools.

Even before COVID, it was becoming increasingly
important to empower teams to work flexibly and
remotely. With modern software that enables anytime,
anywhere access to information, it becomes possible to
have a lot more agility about how facilities are managed.

Lockdowns can be managed remotely with no need to
have teams come into centres. bookings can be
managed centrally and staff can easily switch between
centres. Management can get data without needing to
request it.

Build social cohesion and connected
communities

Support government in serving local
communities
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When it's easy to spin up new spaces to share, you can
be a lot more nimble and experimental with what assets
a community can access. Global movements like
placemaking have shown the benefits of test and learn
methods like tactical ubanism to discover quickly and
cheaply what works and doesn't work for communities. 

When council enable a marketplace, they also enable other local businesses and
organisations to jump onboard to. The local community theatre can hire out their foyer
for community meetings. The pub function room can have people from out of town find
it as a venue for hire. The church hall can be hired out by a travelling theatre group
looking for rehearsal space. But the benefits go further than just the spaces that offer
hireage. The book group that uses the rugby club room might stop for a coffee at the
neighbourhood cafe. The cafe with a courtyard that starts hosting small weddings could
partner up with the local florist.

Test & learn to unlock more for your
communities

Be part of a bigger picture, a connected
community

The ecosystem doesn't just stop at connecting people and spaces - it can also connect
councils too! We're so much more impactful when growing and learning together. Why
not be part of a connected group of councils who are sharing and innovating together?
Imagine learning and connecting with global councils regularly to get new ideas and
solutions to shared problems.

Create economic development opportunities
for locals
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If you have a new playground or splash park you can test
making it bookable for kids parties and easily measure the
results. You can even experiment with pop-up space ideas
like summer gazebos or youth hubs.



Blockhouse Bay Community Centre (BHBCC) is a Community Lead facility for Auckland
Council. The centre has 3 large halls, 3 seminar rooms and a heritage building. They
were overwhelmed with enquiries, yet had under-utilisation across the spaces. They
wanted to grow how the space could be used by the local community, but not at the
cost of the small tight knit team of 3 part time staff who were managing 3.5K annual
bookings through email and Outlook. 

By becoming part of a network of other community lead spaces, who are all taking
bookings on the SpacetoCo website, BHBCC has significantly grown the bookings they
are taking from new and existing customers. This means there are more things
happening locally for this community, like new fitness groups, seniors sessions and kids
holiday programs.

The main outcome for the centre is how much more time Miriam, Maree and Sonarli
have to focus on the projects they really care about. Because the repetitive admin has
been automated, they can now spend more time on programming, sourcing new regular
hirers and telling the communities stories on social media. 

blockhouse bay
community centre,
Auckland
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Councils across New Zealand and Australia are embracing and growing from
thinking differently and innovating for how they connect communities to

spaces 

See the change in action

Increased revenue by
50% 
serving more of the
community



city of vincent,
perth

The City of Vincent has a wide range of facilities, parks and other public spaces available
for the community to connect through meetings, activities, programs, events, classes
and other services. In 2016, a review of these places and spaces identified that they
operated at 20% occupancy meaning they were under-utilised for a staggering 80% of
the time. While the City identified a range of facility management and asset
improvement strategies to address this situation, the inability for the community to
easily find and book a space emerged as the key constraint.

Today over 90 City of Vincent spaces have live availability and are bookable online 365
days of the year. These spaces include a diverse range of facilities that make it so much
easier for residents of this forward thinking city suburb to get out and do things
together. These spaces range from ovals to toy libraries, wedding gazebos to community
meeting rooms, free spaces and paid spaces. 
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31.7% year on year
increase in bookings
2.5 years of accurate
bookings data

Michael Quirk
Executive Director
Community & Business
Services, City of Vincent

 
We share the vision with SpacetoCo of

connecting people with spaces. Therefore the
availability of our amazing spaces on the

SpacetoCo platform is an exciting way for Local
Government to respond to what our customers

want.
 



inspiration!
We love these stories of how Councils and their communities are benefiting

from creating an ecosystem of bookable spaces. 

every few months we run a collaborative hui
across our network of innovators to learn

and grow together...
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after struggling for months, leah
discovered a free space to start a

women's support group in owairaka

everything
we create
comes from
feedback &
learnings
from our
partners in
community...

A THEATRE TROUPe FROM UPPER HUT FOUND
THESE REHEARSAL ROOMS TO PRACTICE AHEAD

OF A SHOW IN AUCKLAND

HEATHCOTE CULTURAL PRECINCT HAVE A PAPER
FREE BOOKING SYSTEM HELPING THEM REACH

SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

THE TOWN TEAM MOVEMENT COLLABORATED
WITH LOCALS TO MAKE A NEIGHBOURHOOD

SPACE FREE TO BOOK FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS
in inglewood



Explore real
life  bookable

spaces by
scanning the

codes!
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park zones

Book-a-beach

Trailer hire

community playspace

bbq spaces

Hyde Park locals can see
availability, book online & submit

required docs for their event

Serpentine Jarradale made it much
easier for communities to book and

access their free trailers
 

The Shire of Broome has opened
up park spaces for events next to

the crystal clear Indian ocean
 

A church in West Auckland has
made it's outdoor playspace

bookable for the local community
 

The citizens of Kwinana can book a
public patio and BBQ area for

family gatherings



Identify a
trial cluster
of spaces

Training &
onboarding

Enter
bookings

Set up spaces

Jump online
and set it up

now!

Promote through your channels e.g.
facebook, website, local news

Trial a few
simple spaces

3-6
months

Fees & charges
consultation

Measure
outcomes 

Do fees and
charges need
simplifying?

Proceed to
full rollout

Take bookings
online & improve

processes for
council managed

facilities

Enable better
systems and

booking data from
community Lead

Facilities

next 
week

 
It's easier than you think to get started making your facilities more available

to locals.
 

making it happen

Save 6+
hours a week

in admin

Reduce cash
liability

Happy
customer &

staff journeys

Data!
Data!
Data!

Increase
access to

facilities and
other assets

Book a workshop with key
stakeholders & committees
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what problem are you looking to solve?

Open up access to
non council
facilties like

schools, sports
clubs and churches

Make a specific
asset easier to

book by the
community

Book a demo
of SpacetoCo

Increased
revenue

6-12
months

next
month

No IT
required!

Anyone can start
sharing spaces!

councils can
rollout in less
than 4 weeks 

test &
learn

start here

yes

no



 
Whether you're looking to improve how council facilities are booked or open up new

spaces in the community, it's easy to get started.
 

SpacetoCo has co-created our platform & toolkit with councils and community lead
spaces so we know it works for many of the more complex use cases required in public

governance & facilities management.
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become a partner in
community

A
marketplace

Communities
can discover,
check
availability and
book spaces
online

easy booking
software

Spaces can
accept bookings,
automate
payments and
bonds and share
info between
stakeholders

 
We help councils overcome the barriers to sharing their spaces by providing a simple

platform that means any facility can start taking bookings online without any IT, special
training or big upfront costs.

 
By enabling network of bookable community spaces, councils help all spaces become
more 'findable' in order to grow their revenue, utilisation and the wellbeing of their

communities. They can save hours a month with automation of repetitive processes and
simplification of payment flows. 

 
We also help unlock key data so you can track growth, revenue, bookings and community
engagement, across a full range of facilities. This helps with provisioning  and reporting.



imagine the possibilities if we think
differently about how to connect
communities and local facilities?
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LET'S GET STARTED
 

You read all the way to the end! Well done!
We hope this guide has inspired you to think about how your council can create
more opportunities for their staff and citizens by opening up more facilities to

communities. 
 

We would love to partner with you on your
journey. There are lot's of ways we can

support you...
 

Download our guides for council &
community spaces

 
expert advice & workshops

 
book a demo

 
Head to https://spaceto.co/guides to
download our helpful resources for how to
activate local community spaces

Mapping customer journeys
Fees & charges 
Re-imagining community facilities sharing

 
We can run workshops or community huis
on:

or... let us know what you need!
Find out more:
https://spaceto.co/workshops

Come see behind the scenes and play with
ideas for how your spaces could be
unleashed for communities, and see how the
most innovative councils are automating and
detonating admin processes.
https://spaceto.co/demo

scan to
download the
guides
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we help people create their
communities in local spaces

councils & elected members
work with us on unlocking more spaces for

communities

communities
find spaces!

spaceto.co/councils

spaceto.co/findspaces

Lot's of demand & 
changing needs

Untapped utilisation 
& incredible facilities

Desire to enable 
community connection 
& sustainable spaces

COMMUNITY

SPACES

COUNCIL &
ELECTED
MEMBERS

Potential! 

get in touch
elle@spacetoco.com

 
 


